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Company Fair

Immerse yourself in an engaging virtual experience where you
can network with a diverse array of companies. 
Set up your own custom booth to proudly showcase your
products and services to a wide audience. 
Whether you're looking to forge new partnerships, attract
potential customers, or explore exciting business
opportunities, the Company Fair offers a vibrant platform for
all your professional needs.

General description

Custom Booths: Design unique virtual booths to showcase your brand.
Product Display: Present products and services with media content.
Business Opportunities: Discover partnerships and customers.
Live Presentations: Host real-time webinars and events.
Remote Access: Participate from anywhere, reducing travel costs.
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Mission Zero

From laser-eyed drones to demonic holograms, intracranial
hackings and rampant crime, the streets of Cyber City are a
frightful place; a gritty dystopia where no Citizen should ever
walk alone. The year is 2099 and your only chance of survival
is to faction up, Newcomer.

General description

Mission Zero: Embark on a thrilling adventure within a 14-
floor tower building, filled with quests, challenges,
obstacles, and objectives.
Interactive Environment: Engage in a richly detailed world
where your choices and alliances shape your survival.
Intricate Storytelling: Dive into an immersive narrative that
unfolds as you progress through the brutal Cyber City.
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The Mansion

Dive into a massive virtual house with four floors. 
You get to decorate your very own rooms, hang out with
friends, and even showcase your NFTs in this cool metaverse
spot where you can let your imagination run wild and have
loads of fun!

General description

Virtual House: Explore a spacious four-story virtual home.
Room Decoration: Customize and design your rooms to
reflect your unique style and creativity.
Social Hangouts: Invite friends and host gatherings in your
virtual abode.
NFT Showcase: Display your prized NFT collections in a
dedicated space, showing off your digital assets.
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Explore four unique environments, including water, medieval,
zombie, and a challenging maze. Test your agility with
parkour, navigate multi-level dungeons, and use the central
hub to keep tabs on your progress as you complete tasks in
this fun and engaging sandbox experience.

Dino Minigames
General description

Four Unique Environments: Embark on adventures in water,
medieval, zombie-infested, and maze environments, each
with its own challenges.
Parkour Challenges: Test your agility and platforming skills
with parkour elements designed to keep you engaged.
Multi-Level Dungeons: Navigate through intricate multi-
level dungeons, solving puzzles and overcoming obstacles.
Central Hub: Utilize a central hub to track your progress,
manage tasks, and access various areas seamlessly.
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Immerse yourself in The Walking Dead universe as we
faithfully recreate the iconic prison. Explore this chilling
sandbox environment where interactive quests await, and
watch out for lurking zombies that add to the spine-tingling
atmosphere.

TWD Prision
General description

The Walking Dead Universe: Immerse yourself in the
beloved franchise, experiencing its dark and suspenseful
world.
Iconic Prison: Explore a faithful recreation of the iconic
prison setting from The Walking Dead series.
Interactive Quests: Engage in interactive quests and
missions that immerse you in the storyline.
Zombie Encounters: Stay on high alert for lurking zombies
that contribute to the spine-tingling atmosphere.
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The AlcatraZ experience is an immersive sandbox map that
transports you to the infamous Alcatraz Island, now under the
oppressive rule of a dystopian regime. 
Your mission? Escape the island, defeat the zombies, all of
that by collaborating with a resourceful resistance group.

AlcatraZ
General description

Escape Mission: Embark on a thrilling escape mission,
complete with puzzles and obstacles.
Zombie Battles: Battle hordes of zombies as you work
towards your goal of survival and escape.
Story-Driven Adventure: Experience a gripping narrative as
you uncover secrets and plot twists.
Tactical Decisions: Make crucial decisions that impact the
outcome of your escape.
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